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1 Introdution
Flux-orreted transport [1℄ is a uid dynamis method whih uses an `anti-diusive' alu-
lation to redued the numerial diusion in the onvetion alulations. Reently Kaplan
and Oran [2℄ used the anti-diusion part of FCT, as a non-linear lter to proess the sat-
tered data obtained with a omputationally expensive DSMC ode. A vast improvement was
obtained. This work was presented at a onferene and full details will not be available till
the full paper appears. Here I give my understanding of that work and give some examples.
2 Diusion equation as a lter
The one dimensional diusion equation is
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The nite dierene form of this equation, with a forward dierene (rst-order) representa-
tion of the time derivative and a entral dierene seond-order) representation of the spae
derivative, is
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where k denotes the time step, j the position in spae. Given the values of u at time level
k this an be solved for the new values of u and every node for the next time. Thus
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Now drop the k notation, and let u

= u
k+1
. The equation an be rewritten as
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is the non-dimensional time-step. For stability
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The diusion update equation an also be written as
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whih is a `smoothing funtion' or lter whih updates the u values with a weighted average
of the entral and the adjaent values. Here I will take  = 1=3 so that
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:
The diusion equation will tend to smooth out disturbanes with a wavelength of the order
of the spaing between data points. By suessive appliations of the diusion equation to
the data, larger wavelengths an be smoothed out, with the eventual result that a linear
prole between the xed end points is nally ahieved.
3 Anti-diusion
Consider now the appliation of the anti-diusion equation to the u

values, obtained from
one appliation of the diusion equation. By anti-diusion we mean a diusion proesses
running bakwards in time, governed by the `anti-diusion' equation
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Thus, from (2) with the sign of  reversed, we have
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In terms of the original data this an be written as
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Figure 1 shows some sattered data and the result of applying the diusion and anti-
diusion equations suessively to this data. Note that we do not reover the initial data
exatly by this proess. The nite dierene formulae (2) and (3) yield approximate solutions
of the diusion and anti-diusion equations; errors from the two stages aumulate.
We an write (3) in terms of uxes
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In terms of a nite volume method, f
j+1=2
is the ux whih ows aross the interfae between
ells j and j + 1.
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Figure 1: Eet of diusion followed by anti-diusion:  original sattered data;    after
diusion (2);   after diusion, then anti-diusion (2), (3), with  = 1=3. The original data
is approximately reovered.
4 Limiting the anti-diusion
As we have seen in gure (1), by applying the diusion and anti-diusion equations to a
data set tends to reover the initial data. Anti-diusion is used in the FCT uid dynamis
method in an attempt to reverse the eets of artiial (or numerial) diusion in the uid
transport alulations. For reasons of stability, and for auray, the anti-diusion proess
must be limited by varying amounts. The limiting is loal, so that it annot generate new
maxima or minima, nor aentuate already existing extreme values in the data. The limiting
to prevent the appearane of new extrema is explained in gure 2.
In the general ase, the limited anti-diusive uxes are given by
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. Note that if the gradient hanges sign, the anti-diusive
ux is set to zero. The nal updated values after limited anti-diusion are
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The net eet is to redue peaks in the data, without introduing high frequeny `noise'
elsewhere. For example, if there is a loal peak in the data, the diusion smoothing will
redue that peak and will also have altered neigbouring values. When limited anti-diusion
is applied the neighbouring values will approah their initial values, but no anti-diusion is
applied to the peak. Thus the peak remains smoothed by the diusion equation, but the
neighbouring data points are returned to their original values, or lose to them.
Matlab ode for the `ux-orreted transport lter' is given in the appendix.
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Figure 2: The anti-diusion ux f

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ows up the gradient. Here it will derease u
j
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rease u
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5 Examples
Figures 3, 4 show data points obtained by adding a random normal error to dierent known
funtions. The standard deviation of the `noise' added to eah funtion was 5 or 10% (i.e.
errors of approximately 10 and 20 % at approximately 95% ondene), as noted in the gure
aptions. The solid lines shown in eah gure are result of suessively greater number of
passes through the diusive/anti-diusive lter, with  = 1=3.
Figure 3 shows a sine urve whih is pretty well represented by the ltered data in the
ase of 10% error. For 20% error, the ltered prole is not so good, as would be expeted;
there is some `lipping' of the `trough' at x = 3=2, in this ase.
Figure 4 shows the appliation of the lter on disontinuous data. For the simple step
funtion in (a) the disontinuity is pretty well preserved. In (b), where the underlying
funtion was omposed of two sine wave, with the same period but oset relative to eah
other, the resulting `saw-tooth' shape at the disontinuity is not so well preserved. Any
peak in the data has to be redued to a plateau in order for it to be unaeted by further
appliations of the lter.
6 Filtering of diret simulation (DSMC) data
The Diret Simulation Monte-Carlo (DSMC) method is the standard omputational method
for rareed gas ows for whih the ontinuum Navier-Stokes equations are not valid. DSMC
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Figure 3: Raw and ltered data after 20,40,: : : 100 passes of the diusive/anti-diusive lter.
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Figure 4: Filter applied to disontinuous data with 10% error. Some spreading of the
disontinuity, and lipping of the peaks, is evident.
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is a partile based method - the motion and ollisions of thousands of simulator partiles
(representing moleules of the gas) are traked on a omputer. The ow state is determined
by sampling the simulator partiles. The data is sattered and the amount of satter an be
redued by inreasing the number of simulator partiles used, or by repeating the alulations
with a dierent sequene of random numbers and taking ensemble averages. Either method
makes DSMC very expensive in CPU time ompared to typial ontinuum Navier-Stokes
solvers. Prodution runs for omplex 3-D ows an take weeks on a superomputer. Kaplan
and Oran [2℄ have used the FCT lter to extrat useful information from DSMC results,
where the DSMC results were obtained with relatively small amounts of CPU time and were
thus subjet to large amounts of satter.
Figure 5 shows some typial sattered data from a simulation of the unsteady ow in a
shok tube. The gure shows the x-omponent of kineti temperature, whih is a measure
of the thermal energy stored in the x-omponent of partile veloity. The data was obtained
by repeating the simulation, with a dierent sequene of random numbers and aumulating
ensemble averages of the ow at some elapsed time. A single simulation ontained 40,000
partiles. Data is shown for a total number of partiles (over all the ensemble) of N
p
= 0.4,
1.9, 4.2 and 19.9 10
6
. Note that for N
p
= 0:4  10
6
the data points are very sattered.
The magnitude of the satter is expeted to be proportional to 1=N
1
2
p
. The CPU time is
proportional to N
p
.
Figure 6 shows the raw data and the proles after 500 passes through the lter for the
smallest and largest values of N
p
. The ltered proles are remarkably similar, as an be
seen from the diret omparison shown in gure 7, whih shows the ltered proles for all
values of N
p
. For N
p
 1:9  10
6
, the ltered proles are all very lose, with a maximum
dierene of < 1%. In other words, one ould take the DSMC data for N
p
= 1:9 10
6
and
run it through the FCT lter to obtain results whih are almost as good as data obtained
with N
p
= 19:9  10
6
, whih required more than 10 times the CPU to generate. This was
the onlusion reported by Kaplan and Oran [2℄. They showed DSMC data obtained with
one week of CPU time, whih was ltered and shown to be very lose to data obtained with
several weeks of CPU time.
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Figure 5: Diret simulation results for T
x
in unsteady, rareed (Kn = 0:1) shok tube ow
at time t = 0:65U
s
=L. Ensemble averages. N
p
is the total number of partiles in the samples.
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Figure 6: Seleted raw data from gure 5 with ltered proles (500 passes).
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Figure 7: Filtered proles: N
p
 10
 6
= 0.4 (  ), 1.9 (  ), 4.2 (  :) and 19.9 ( ). The
results for a sample size of 1.9 10
6
are almost as good as those for a sample size 10 times
larger 19.9 10
6
.
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funtion [ u ℄ = ftf(v,npass)
% does npass passes of the diffusive/antiduffusive filter
% v = input raw data
% u = output smooth data
u = v;
for pass = 1:npass
u = dff(u); % diffusive 3-point average filter
u = adff(u); % anti-diffusion stops diffusion destroying gradients
end
return
funtion [ v ℄ = dff(u)
% a u profile is filtered by the simple diffusive filter
N = length(u); v = zeros(1,N);
v(1) = u(1); % an't do the end points
j = 2:(N-1); jm1 = j - 1; jp1 = j + 1;
v(j) = (u(jm1) + u(j) + u(jp1))/3; %mu = 1/3
v(N) = u(N);
return
A Appendix: Matlab ode
The following is some un-optimized Matlab ode for the diusive/anti-diusive lter used in
this work. The funtion ftf alls two funtions, d and ad to do the diusion and anti-
diusion respetively. The funtion ad alls adf in whih the limiting is done aording to
Eq. (5).
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funtion [ v ℄ = adff(u)
% anti-diffusion with limited fluxes
N = length(u);
v(1:2) = u(1:2); % an't do the end points
N3 = N-3; flux = ones(1,N3);
for j = 1:N3
flux(j) = adf(u(j),u(j+1),u(j+2),u(j+3)); % adf not vetorised yet
end
for j = 3:(N-2)
v(j) = u(j) - flux(j-1) + flux(j-2);
end
v((N-1):N) = u((N-1):N);
return
funtion [ f ℄ = adf(m2,m1,p1,p2)
% anti-diffusive limited flux aross interfae
% between m1 (minus 1) and p1 (plus 1)
del_l = m1 - m2; % left offset differene
del_ = p1 - m1; % entral differene
del_r = p2 - p1; % right offset differene
S = sign(del_);
mu = 1/3;
f = S*max([ 0 min([ S*del_l mu*abs(del_) S*del_r ℄) ℄);
return
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